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LOCKSS
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Three pictures
to keep in mind.
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Why do we need it?
(or something like it)



Three basic functions

• harvesting

• preserving

• displaying

How it works



• a publisher creates a manifest page and a 
plug-in

• the plug-in is distributed through the 
LOCKSS network

• a local cache administrator (that’s you) 
checks a box next to the plug-in

• the cache crawls the publisher’s site 
according to the directions in the plug-in

Harvesting
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How LOCKSS
gets stuff

Your LOCKSS
cache

LOCKSS
Alliance

LOCKSS gets instructions (plug-in) from network. 



How LOCKSS
gets stuff

stuff on webYour LOCKSS
cache

LOCKSS cache follows plug-in instructions
on what to get and where to find it.



• a cache polls its peers to determine if its 
copies match the other caches’ copies

• when enough caches reply and vote on the 
correct hash, each knows that it has a good 
copy

• or not

• the losing cache repairs its files

Preserving
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How LOCKSS
keeps stuff safe
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• each local cache is also a proxy server

• when properly configured, LOCKSS is transparent 
to the patron

• when a patron asks for a title that is preserved in 
your cache, the box intercepts the request and 
checks to see if the content is still available from 
the publisher

• if yes, then patron gets content from the 
publisher's servers

• if no, then LOCKSS cache seamlessly provides 
the content from its local copy

Displaying
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How patrons get stuff

stuff on webpatron



How patrons get
stuff with LOCKSS

stuff on webpatron LOCKSS

Stuff still on the publisher’s web site.



How patrons get 
missing stuff with 

LOCKSS

stuff on webpatron LOCKSS

Stuff gone from web site or web site gone.
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Three thoughts
to take away.



If you are a librarian, 
you only need

to worry about
a one-time setup.



LOCKSS is industrial 
strength computer science,

but you don’t have
to be a geek to use it.



cheap resources
+

library cooperation

 a robust system



What it looks like.









Cache administration.









Content Preserved




